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Is informal transport flexible?

Abstract: Informal transport is often described as flexible, reactive, demand 
responsive, niche-filling, and in-tune with passenger needs. This paper 
proposes expanded definitions of flexibility in the operations of informal 
transport networks and presents a theoretical framing for understanding 
the growth and change in the locations of routes and terminals. Based 
on surveys and interviews of transport workers and regulators in four 
African cities, it argues that individually competing vehicles encounter 
coordination failures that limit their incentives for searching out niche 
services. Meanwhile, in cities with localized, route-based associations, 
organizations of multiple vehicles are able to take on the initiative and risk 
of developing new service locations and responding to passenger demand. 
This is done through a complex, gradual process that includes temporary 
subsidies to drivers and operators, testing and measuring potential demand, 
and advertising the new route. The key mechanism is in competition not 
between individual drivers, who manage internal competition carefully 
with a variety of mechanisms to distribute income opportunities fairly, 
but between firms and associations over territorial coverage. This not 
only opens potential for engaging transport associations in planning and 
policymaking, but also reveals limitations to the coverage and equity of 
access offered by existing networks and incentive structures.

1 Introduction

Informal transport, or paratransit, provides crucial transport services in cities worldwide, but remains 
poorly understood and marginalized in academic and policy discourse (Behrens et al., 2015; Cervero 
& Golub, 2007). When considered in terms of accessibility and transport justice, the geography and 
locations of operation of transport systems which are not subject to central planning, nor receive any 
subsidy or protections for their operations, has had little empirical or theoretical investigation. The im-
pact of these questions on the mobility options and access to opportunities of a majority of the urban 
population of the world is critical as cities continue to grow and seek to become both more sustainable, 
and more equitable. 

Based on based on mixed-methods data, including interviews, focus groups and route mapping 
and analysis, collected on planning and route setting practices by informal transport operators in four 
African cities, this paper interrogates the idea of “flexibility” as a mechanism for explaining the geogra-
phy of informal transport. It proposes a concrete delineation of forms of flexible operation, by engag-
ing with the role of both economic competition and social and labor structures, and theorizes market 
failures in the equity and efficiency of mass transit provision by private-sector operators and highlights 
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the role of associations in overcoming these, holding the role of network planners.
Analysis of informal transport in Africa is disproportionately centered on a handful of major na-

tional and international cities. These cities are exceptional not only for their size, but for their role as po-
litical, economic and cultural centers, national capitals and regional and international megacities (Pojani 
& Stead, 2015). Research on such transport systems is often dominated by questions of political process, 
global financial flows and complex infrastructure investments. These include frequent efforts to ban, 
reform or integrate informal modes, the introduction of BRT or rail services, and questions of national 
and global visibility and city branding, modernity, development and planning ideology (Goodfellow, 
2015; Mũngai, 2013; Paget-Seekins, 2015; Rizzo, 2017).

However, informal transport systems dominate motorized public transport in almost all cities in 
Africa, medium and small as well as large. Reforms and investments into public transport from govern-
ments or international organizations in many are limited and the central role of informal transport is 
uncontested. This study makes a contribution through by centering and theorizing “secondary” cities: 
Lubumbashi, Djibouti and Lilongwe, and with Nairobi as an illustrative contrast, working to center 
the analysis informal transport operations in their own right, rather than as a perceived deficit or site of 
political contestation. I argue that this oversite of secondary cities is not merely a quantitative problem, 
but has created a bias in the understanding of processes that organize informal transport operations, and 
consequently the services they are able to offer their passengers.

Flexibility, reactivity, and demand-responsiveness are often used to explain the spatial distribution 
of informal transport with little specificity for local conditions, practices or histories in a given city. Key 
ideas remain poorly theorized and defined in the literature, and the process by which routes are formed 
is unclear. Operating in competition for passengers across the city, individual vehicles are assumed to 
be motivated to pick up and deliver as many people as possible, and thus collectively form a varied and 
evolving route network through competition for different passenger segments with different mobility 
needs. In practice, rather than competition and individual laissez-faire market response, it is organization 
and coordination among transport workers and operators that facilitate flexibility and route changes and 
the creation of new services and destinations.

Over the past half-century, there has been a regular pendulum of approaches to regulation of infor-
mal transport. Currently, calls are increasingly being made for integration and support or drivers, opera-
tors and organizations in the sector. These center, or at least aim to maintain, the informal transport 
sector while working at ameliorating negative externalities, increasing the professionalism and capacity 
of firms, and improving working conditions and incomes for crews (Klopp & Cavoli, 2019; Stucki, 
2015). This, however, raises the question of how this mode, if centered and regulated, and accepted as a 
major—and often only—mode of public transport, will be planned, and by whom? 

The central importance of informal transport services is inarguable, as there are often no alterna-
tives. In this regard, the great advantage of informal transport is that it exists. There is no dispute that 
informal transport modes are crucial to the mobility of almost all population groups in African cities 
(Behrens & Ferro, 2015; Kumar et al., 2021). Formal, state-managed or state-planned transport systems 
have increasingly ceased operating, and in many cities were always planned to exclude and limit the 
mobility of all but elites (Mutongi, 2017). 

From a policy perspective, reforms and the integration of formal and informal modes are pressing. 
Transport plans and programs often call for informal operators to operate in complement to high-
er-capacity systems, taking on a feeder role or providing coverage in peripheral areas (Behrens et al., 
2012; Gauthier & Weinstock, 2010; Paget-Seekins & Munoz, 2016), which operators frequently resist 
(Asimeng & Heinrichs, 2020; Schalekamp, 2017; Spooner et al., 2020). Understanding where informal 
operators choose to drive, and why, is a key issue in their active inclusion in transport planning, and 
whether they will act as competitors or partners to high(er)-capacity formal services is critical for inclu-
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sive and effective reform efforts.
The paper is structured as follows: “Case Studies” describes the research cities and the backgrounds 

of the studies carried out in each. “Background” encompasses a review of relevant literature, defining 
what is meant by informal transport in this paper and examining the existing theoretical and empiri-
cal literature on flexibility, network geography and operator incentives and decision-making processes. 
Based on the four case studies, “Defining the Operations of Flexibility” develops and explains the im-
portance of a distinction between two types of flexibility—Daily Experiences and Long Terms Network 
Change. “Explaining Network Planning” then presents an argument for the role of organization, over 
competition, in the creation of route networks. “Conclusion” summarizes and raises some policy and 
theoretical considerations.

2 Case study cities and methodology 

This paper is based on mixed-methods research conducted in Lubumbashi, DRC, Djibouti-ville, Dji-
bouti, and Lilongwe, Malawi, and Nairobi, Kenya. In the four cities studied, as in many African cities, 
informal transport is the dominant, and often only, motorized mode of public transport available (Ku-
mar & Barrett, 2008). 

Research in Lubumbashi was carried out in 2015-16 as part of an effort to develop a transport 
master plan for the city with ROM Transportation and the University of Lubumbashi. It included digi-
tal mapping of the city’s transport routes and surveys of 278 minibus drivers and 3,000 passengers (see 
Kerzhner & Martens, 2018). Work in Djibouti, in May and October 2019, was likewise a transport 
sector analysis and reform proposal carried out with the World Bank, the University of Djibouti, and 
the Ministry of Equipment and Transport (2019). 
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Figure 1. Case study cities in Africa
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Alongside mapping of the bus routes and an on-street survey of 1,500 people carried out with 
trained enumerators, this study also included on-site interviews with minibus drivers (conducted in 
French and Somali with the assistance of a translator), a focus group held with drivers and conductors, 
and a separate focus group with vehicle owners.

Qualitative research was carried out in Lilongwe in June 2019 and May-August 2021, and in 
Nairobi in July-August 2019 and February-April 2021. This included interviews with drivers, vehicle 
owners or terminal managers, and regulators across multiple institutions in both cities. Two focus groups 
with bus drivers and bus owners, and a total of 30 interviews in Lilongwe were conducted, transcribed 
and translated by trained research assistants in Chichewa. Drivers were approached at bus terminals, 
while focus groups were organized through the Malawi Driver’s Association and the Malawi Minibus 
Owners Association. 18 interviews were carried out in Nairobi, in English, by the author. These were 
primarily SACCO management personnel and vehicle owners, and government and planning profes-
sionals in the transport sector, recruited through a snowball method, as well as via referral from the 
Kenya Transport Research Network (KTRN).

Nairobi, a metropolitan area of approximately 5 million people, is one of the best studied urban 
informal transport systems in the world, but in some ways atypical. In 2010, regulation required in-
dependent matatus to join SACCOs—Savings and Credit Cooperatives. Each vehicle must be part of 
a SACCO of at least 30 vehicles and each SACCO limited to a set of pre-defined routes. It is vehicle 
owners, not drivers, who join the SACCO, and drivers largely continue to be employed on a one-to-one 
basis on informal contracts (Kelley et al., 2021; McCormick et al., 2013). 

This study of Lubumbashi (pop. approx. 1.5-2 million), Lilongwe (1.1 million) and Djibouti 
(650,000) found that these cities follow a different pattern of operations, and hew closely to a model 
of independently owned and operated vehicles, with drivers leasing vehicles and competing to collect 
passengers across the city, with little further regulation. There are no route-based associations or cartels, 
and vehicles are licensed to operate in any locations within the city. Authorities and terminal managers 
maintain a degree of oversight over major departure terminals, including efforts to enforce departure 
queues. However, the choice of which route to operate on, whether to go off-route, or even to act as a 
“pirate,” poaching passengers along the route without queuing, is largely at the driver’s discretion. 

3 Background: Informal transport 

The definition of “informal transport” and the choice of vocabulary has been widely debated and con-
tested. This paper, following Behrens’ et al definition (Behrens et al., 2015), focuses on vehicles traveling 
with multiple passengers and operating on largely fixed routes, with destinations chosen by the drivers 
or operators, though they may be influenced by passengers’ demands. Secondly, services are provided by 
the private sector with no subsidy, and there is limited or no “top down” planning. That is—locations 
of routes, schedules and prices are not, or very weakly, influenced by the state (though they may be 
enforced, to some degree, by the state once they have been arrived at, or maintained in a given status-
quo.) Thirdly, the finances of operation—even where multiple vehicles are owned by a single person or 
amalgamated into associations or cooperatives—are primarily carried at the individual vehicle level and 
costs and revenues are not pooled across multiple vehicles. This leaves out the majority of bicycle, mo-
torcycle and most rickshaw operations in which passengers request a specific destination, while leaving 
in some four-door sedans and most jeep, van, minibus and, in some cities, midi- and large-bus services.

Transport workers in African cities have been widely documented to have precarious incomes, 
extremely long working hours, physically and mentally difficult working conditions, lack of social and 
economic mobility, and often a fatalistic, devil-may-care attitude embedded in work culture (Agbiboa, 
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2016; Barrett, 2003; Ference, 2016; Mũngai, 2013; Rizzo, 2017; Spooner et al., 2020). Drivers in many 
cities operate on a daily “target” lease, in which a daily fee—the target—is paid to a vehicle owner, re-
gardless of the days’ earnings. Drivers therefore carry almost all the risk of operations, and their income 
can be unpredictable, with the targets often difficult or impossible to meet without extremely long 
working hours, speeding, and dangerous driving (Kumar et al., 2021; Kumar & Barrett, 2008; Rizzo, 
2017; Spooner et al., 2020).

In practice, the target can be shifting, with under-payment common, but never risk free. In San-
tiago, some 20% of vehicle crews’ income comes from under-reporting ticket sales (Estache & GóMez‐
Lobo, 2005) and in Nairobi, systemic under-payment of the daily contract fees appears common (Kelley 
et al., 2021). This is both tolerated and policed by vehicle owners, leaving even the informal contracts 
dubious and in a constant state of negotiation. Ference (2021) sheds light on this financial complexity in 
Nairobi and Mombasa. Relations between different drivers and owners, drivers and conductors and oth-
er temporary workers associated with the transport industry are marked by constant conflict, mistrust, 
surveillance and negotiation. The flows of money, and who is owed what, are both constantly change-
able and never fully known. At the same time, there is a strong redistributive element, with constant 
flows of cash into the community through payment for various small and temporary jobs on the vehicle.

As each vehicle operates as a separate business, they must compete for passengers, and there is rarely 
protection against entry of more competitors on in a given route or area. Such a system is described in 
what may be the earliest analysis of urban mass transport regulation, with the effects of “competition 
for the field” and “competition within the field” laid out by Edwin Chadwick in 1859, comparing the 
independent, free-entry, system of omnibuses in London, to that of Paris, which had introduced route 
franchising: 

Instead of, as in London, streets encumbered and disturbed by nearly empty, or only partially 
filled inferior vehicles, sometimes crawling with a few passengers, annoyed by detentions for a 
full load, at other times racing, and dangerously overladen, the circulation throughout Paris was 
made regular from regularly appointed stations, at fixed charges, which precluded extortionate 
variations. (Chadwick, 1859)

Such a binary conceptualization of competition in-the-market and competition for-the-market 
has been used to differentiate formal and informal operators up to the present. (Cervero & 
Golub, 2007; Gwilliam, 2008; Gwilliam, 2001; Klein et al., 1997)

Despite this seeming-binary, different forms of association are described as a critical organizational 
backbone of informal transport services, with several writers making the case that they help to prevent 
duplication of services, balance supply and demand and avoid “all out anarchy” (Cervero, 2000). Others 
are more skeptical, noting that route cartels are not universal and that they vary widely in the types of 
regulation and enforcement they carry out (Gomez-Lobo, 2007). Even where associations exist, their 
reach and importance can be variable. Associations may manage queuing for a given route, but indi-
vidual vehicles can choose to circumvent this system to different extents by cruising around, trading off 
the waiting time with the uncertainty of picking up a full complement of passengers for the same trip 
length. As fine-grained recent financial analyses from Kampala (Ndibatya & Booysen, 2020b; Spooner 
et al., 2020), and the prevalence of both practices in many cities show, neither tactic is obviously finan-
cially advantageous.

Another key issue that emerges in the analyses of the work practices and labor conditions of the 
transport sector is in identifying not an easily delimited set of professions with specific responsibilities, 
but as “ecosystems of labor,” with a wide assortment of jobs and services (Ference, 2016; Mũngai, 2013; 
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Rink, 2018; Rizzo, 2017). Drivers do not only lease buses and hire conductors, but rely on a variety 
of terminal personnel, with sub-leases of the bus over the course of the day. This is an important entry 
mechanism into the sector, and aspiring drivers may take this role until they develop relationships with 
owners and get a permanent driving position. Entry into the sector can be time consuming and elabo-
rate, moving up through ranks of terminal gigs, conductor, and driver. Turnover is high, and drivers 
cycle in and out of employment, often being relegated to “the bench” until a full-time driving opportu-
nity arrives again.

4 What is flexibility? 

The term flexibility is used almost axiomatically in writing on informal transport. Services are “nimble” 
and “flexible” in their its ability to connect passengers to their desired destinations, and this responsive-
ness is furthermore key to profitable operations (Cervero, 2000; Cervero & Golub, 2007). It is often 
described as a direct contrast to the ineffectiveness of formal, protected, or centrally planned services, 
with informal operators “more likely to craft new, tailor−made services in response to increases in sub-
urb−to−suburb commutes, trip−chaining, and off−peak travel” (Cervero, 2000). 

As early as 1978, writers note “the key concepts appear to be flexibility and responsiveness” and 
“they exploit quickly all demand situations. The operators are immediately aware of new patterns, and 
they can step in at a moment's notice” (Grava, 1978). Others describe “the advantages of minibuses are 
their agility…flexibility of fares and schedules…ability to rapidly respond to changes in demand” (Ku-
mar & Barrett, 2008), and “adaptability, flexibility, important territorial coverage and demand respon-
siveness.” (Stucki, 2015). Studies using similar terminology can be found for Lagos (Alcorn & Karner, 
2021) and Ibadan (Moyo & Olowosegun, 2021), Kinshasa and Nairobi (Heinze, 2018), Cape Town, 
(Clark & Crous, 2002) and Kampala (Spooner et al., 2020).

A vein of research further positions informal transport in its social context, rejecting a purely mar-
ket-based understanding. Operations may be shaped by “non-market norms and institutions, involv-
ing reciprocity, mutuality and sharing” (Rekhviashvili & Sgibnev, 2020). In Quito, informal transit is 
argued to be oriented to accessibility and safety in marginalized neighborhoods (Gamble & Dávalos, 
2019), and in Indonesia, to be responsive to specifically indigenous transportation needs (Mateo-Babi-
ano, 2016). Brooklyn’s primarily Caribbean immigrant-serving Dollar Vans are “practices of movement 
defined as flexible, vernacular, and specific to postcolonial subjects” (Best, 2016). Routes are assumed to 
change over time without intervention from a central planner, in response to the needs of the passengers 
and the city, often with a special and specific suitability to local conditions.

There are also long-standing critiques of romanticization and exotification of informal transport. 
A 1980’s study of five Asian cities identifies strands of tension between sympathetic (primarily Western) 
observers praising “responsiveness” and “flexibility,” compared to local skepticism over the tendency 
to utilize the same flexibility to raise prices at will (Ocampo, 1982). Another early paper critiques the 
preoccupation of writers on informal transport in developing countries for their excessive fascination 
with cataloguing and classifying vehicle types with “exotic names,” to the detriment of studying labor, 
operations and practical service provision (Rimmer, 1980). More recently, Rizzo, in positioning trans-
port workers in Dar es Salaam within a broader discourse on the African urban informal economy, takes 
task with “the steady flow of romantic and unsubstantiated celebrations of the choices and repertoires 
of “people at the grassroots” …[that] crowds out an understanding of the concrete realities they face” 
(Rizzo, 2017, pg 7).

In analyzing the fit of services to needs, an obvious limitation is that an unsubsidized service can 
only operate where it is profitable to do so (Cervero, 2000; Grava, 1978; Gwilliam, 2001). Ticket prices 
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are often high across Africa, and many people and locations are simply priced out (Olvera et al., 2008). 
For example, attempts to assign daladalas to specific, underserved, routes in Dar es Salaam failed, be-
cause they were deemed unprofitable by operators (Rizzo, 2017). Otunola et al, on Lagos, observe that 
less-profitable routes are underserviced, “leaving many citizens behind” (Otunola et al., 2019). In urban 
West Africa, state regulation is argued to be necessary to counter the private sector focus on “market 
segments where it is most relevant” (Godard, 2013) and the informal operators of Kampala and Nairobi 
criticized for “operate a basic route structure” (Pirie, 2013). 

Several studies have measured the accessibility provided by informal transport networks by map-
ping routes and calculating travel times to jobs, hospitals or other amenities. A study of Nairobi look-
ing at access to workplaces found a large gap between wealthy and poor areas, and an even greater 
one between formal and informal residential areas, with matatus having relatively limited penetration 
into informal, low-income areas (Nakamura & Avner, 2021). Also in Nairobi, an analysis of access to 
hospitals found substantial gaps in the distribution of the transport system (Campbell et al., 2019). A 
comparisons of access to employment by informal transport in major Sub-Saharan African cities find a 
great deal of variation, and both low overall accessibility and substantial inequality within many cities 
(Quiros et al., 2019). Outside Africa, in Santiago, Chile, the liberalization of bus transport in 1979 did 
see expansion of geographic coverage and reduced distance to bus routes. At the same time, bus fares 
increased by 100%, and despite expansion, 80% of bus routes post-liberalization passed through just six 
corridors (Estache & GóMez‐Lobo, 2005). 

As well as spatial distribution, travel times, convenience and connections also appear to be poor, 
though the passenger experience of low and middle-income urban residents remains understudied. A 
small survey of commuters in Lagos, Nigeria, found that over 65% had at least three transfers, including 
multiple payments (Ibitayo, 2012). A majority of Kingston, Jamaica passengers in 1987 reported that 
outlying routes services were insufficient and low-frequency (Anderson, 1987, in Cervero & Golub, 
2007). Minibus services in Cape Town, which act as feeders for a BRT system (Plano et al., 2018) were 
found to have long off-peak headways and early end of operations, failing to match the BRT’s operations 
and passenger travel needs.

Research into how operators decide where to operate are limited, particularly for urban Africa. A 
recent theoretical contribution by Ndibatya and Booysen (2020a), tracked minibuses in Kampala and 
show that routes evolve substantially over just eight months, with local residents calling drivers to loca-
tions they have organized as impromptu terminals. However, the daily searches for passengers lead to 
long wait times, stops and deviations. Combined with an analysis of driver’s changing profit margins, 
they show in a companion paper that such searches offer little in the way of greater profits or productiv-
ity for the vehicle crew (Ndibatya & Booysen, 2020b).

In contrast, a study of a single Dollar Van in New York City reveals the analysis of changing demo-
graphics carried out when introducing a new route, as the Caribbean immigrant population that was 
the basis of ridership was being displaced by gentrification (Goldwyn, 2020). Gamble and Puga’s study 
of routes developed by informal transport firms in Quito, Ecuador, finds a complex, evolving process of 
route apportioning between firms, often socially-driven and carefully considered. Firms in this instance 
are highly organized, often with fixed schedules, (Gamble & Puga, 2019).

Rural informal operators in South Africa (Venter et al., 2014) are also highly organized into as-
sociations, which make routing decisions based on determination of exclusive, violently-enforced geo-
graphic service areas. Coupled with a lack of information by operators as to passenger demand and low 
densities, means that routes are not “determined with user convenience in mind, leading to sometimes 
fragmented routes, unnecessary transfers, circuitous routings, and even complete withdrawal of service 
from conflicted areas.” Informal services are found to function alongside formal, cheaper, subsidized 
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and scheduled buses on the same routes, rather than filling spatial gaps where the latter do not operate 
(Venter et al., 2014).

This matches another unusually detailed study, this one from Lima, Peru, in the 1980s (Uzzell, 
1987). Lima’s system was organized into associations (comités), each controlling defined zones, which 
constantly grew and changed in competition with one another. Incumbent associations would carefully 
scout potential new services, surveying passengers and testing out the route. Changes and expansions 
to route networks in Lima appear to have been driven substantially by competition between associa-
tions for the same passengers, rather than by providing new services to new passengers. The ability of 
competing operators to change their service networks, moreover, was buttressed as much by political 
party backing and police cooperation as by passenger demand—which itself was garnered by campaigns 
and petitions organized by the associations, which could be used to show a form of squatters right in 
Peruvian law, justifying the new routes (Uzzell, 1987). 

A number of models of informal transport operations have also been developed. Many of these 
identify market failures, where de-regulation leads to negative effects on the quality, quantity or location 
of services (Ardila, 2008; Chavis & Daganzo, 2013; Evans, 1990; Gomez-Lobo, 2007). One study of 
the UK bus deregulation experience in the 1980s argues that informal operators use the anchor of a 
high-capacity formal route to compete at greater frequencies, lower prices, or a more direct or transfer-
less route. This damages the passenger base of the core route and it goes out of business, but the informal 
sector is not able to provide enough service to meet the full demand, the passenger base dwindles, and 
the service area is then lost altogether (Klein et al., 1997), echoing Venter’s findings in South Africa.

5 Defining the operations of flexibility 

Based on findings from the four city case studies, a more complex delineation of the ways routing 
decisions are made in informal systems is required, particularly in distinguishing immediate, daily ser-
vice decisions and long- and mid-term network growth. This distinction requires not just recognition 
of different temporal scales, but finds that a greater attention to local specificities, histories, forms of 
organization and power relations within each local transport sector reveals a variety of responses, and 
consequently of transport networks—with critical differences in providing accessibility for a variety of 
needs across the urban landscape. 

The idea of flexibility often elides different practical aspects of transport operations, and drivers’ 
and organizers’ decisions and constraints. Table 1 summarizes the distinction, and the following section 
consider how these patterns of operation take place in practice, and the effects for access and equity, 
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Table 1. Distinguishing daily and long-term flexibility of informal transport operations 

Daily Operations Long-Term Network Change

Operations

• Choosing routes over the course of the day
• Changing route alignment on-the-go
• Changing destination
• Dropping people mid-way
• Dropping passengers at requested locations
• Alignment of supply with demand over the 

course of the day
• Changing prices over course of the day

• Development or extension of new routes
• Establishment of new stops, terminals, 

locations of service
• Changes in expected operating hours 
• Changes in overall prices long-term

Incentives and 
motivations

• Avoidance of traffic
• Avoidance of police checkpoints
• Minimizing fuel expenditure,
• Searching out new passengers,
• Alignment to passenger requests,
• Avoidance of excessive competition
• familiarity

• Avoidance of vehicle-damaging or  
unpaved roads

• Competition with other associations
• Perception of captive transit riders

Equity and access for 
passengers

• Increased safety/convenience with closer 
drop-off

• Unpredictability, long travel times/waits, 
fluctuating prices

• Hostile behaviours from vehicle crews
• Unequal treatment of passengers—gender, 

class, ethnic/social group

• Changing distance from residence to 
transport route

• Changing distance of activity location to 
transport route

• Travel times
• Number of transfers required
• Overall price of travel

Main actors in 
decision-making  
process

• Drivers and crews
• Individual or small groups of passengers
• Terminal managers
• Route-based associations

• Route/Area-based association management
• Associations of vehicle owners
• Planners or regulators
• Passenger or resident groups or  

organizations

  
Overall assumptions on the competitive provision of services, based on the idea of vehicle-by-

vehicle competition, which is frequently regulated and ameliorated by route-level organization in major 
capital cities, nevertheless tend to describe a “dispersing” tendency, with each vehicle attempting to “dis-
tance” itself from competitors, identifying new locations and routes of service. However, when consid-
ering the on-the-ground practices evinced in secondary cities where such competition is not internally 
or externally regulated, as in Lubumbashi, Lilongwe and Djibouti, they instead show a centralizing 
tendency, as passengers gravitate to reliable, and therefore, without set schedules, high-frequency routes, 
and in turn draw more vehicles. 

Hotelling’s Law (Hotelling, 1929) may be a useful conceptual frame, stating that competing busi-
nesses, rather than distributing themselves evenly throughout space in order to each capture a unique 
share, instead tend to cluster together in order to compete for the densest section of the market. This is 
usually applied to static businesses, and has occasionally been considered with the temporal clustering of 
bus services on a single corridor (Cowie, 2009; Foster & Golay, 1986). Another approach to the prac-
tice of “researching” new routes and service locations may be in terms of coordination failure, a market 
failure where multiple equilibriums—higher and lower productivity ones—are possible, and a given 
sector, industry or economy has settled in the lower one. This can be due to disinvestment in knowledge 
production due to spillovers: if any new approach or know-how adopted developed by a given firm is 
non-excludable—there here are no barriers for any other firm in the local environment to immediately 
take it up as well—there is no gain to the firm in putting resources into developing it in the first place, 
as it will not gain any competitive advantage (Rodriguez-Clare, 2005). 
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6 Daily experiences 

Informal transport vehicles often deviate from the routes on which they are assumed to be operating. 
The definition of a route itself can be vague, with multiple parallel routes or different end points, but 
generally vehicles have relatively set origin and destination points, whether formally sanctioned or col-
lectively recognized. Increasingly widespread mapping of informal transport systems is only possible 
because some route stability is evident (Digital Transport 4 Africa, 2019;  Klopp et al., 2015).

Despite these generally-agreed-upon routes, drivers usually have substantial de-facto freedom to 
make changes. This can be to avoid bad traffic, search out new passengers, or follow the requests of 
existing passengers. For example, minibus drivers in Queen in New York City, and in Tbilisi, Georgia, 
have been found to frequently deviate from their route to drop off passengers in need at their door, such 
as those with children or heavy shopping (Musili & Salon, 2019; Rekhviashvili & Sgibnev, 2020). In 
Kampala, there are extensive search behaviors, with drivers zigzagging, stopping to wait along the route, 
and going off-route in search of potential new passengers when the taxi is underfilled (Ndibatya & 
Booysen, 2020a, 2020b). In some cities both minibuses (12-20 passengers) and sedan cars (4-6) passen-
gers operate, with minibuses usually having stronger route adherence and sedans having more capacity 
to deviate according to passenger requests, such as in Iran, in Kano, Nigeria or in Cape Town (Askari et 
al., 2020; Madugu, 2018; Rink, 2020).

While providing potential benefits to new passengers being picked up, this can come at the detri-
ment of existing ones. Interviews with Djibouti drivers found that they may shift their route based 
directly on passenger requests, but primarily if these were a sizeable group, and were vocally in making 
the demand. There is considerable frustration with this arrangement—some groups of passengers were 
able to be vocal—indeed, rude—and bludgeon the driver into route changes. Others were not. In Dji-
bouti, drivers were also frustrated with a norm of very frequent stops, at intervals of just tens of meters, 
demanded by both boarding and alighting passengers (interviews).

This substantially slows the trip, cutting into drivers’ earnings and lengthening other passengers’ 
travel times—but drivers perceived themselves as powerless against the demands of middle-class passen-
gers expecting to dropped at a precise spot along the street, and called for the imposition of regular stop 
locations by regulators (interviews). GPS tracking of Kampala minibuses also shows very high waiting 
and hold-back times (as drivers stop along the trip with a partly filled vehicle to wait for more pas-
sengers) and very low operating speeds. In fact “a large portion of minibus taxi commuters' travel time 
consists not of actual travel but of sitting in a stationary vehicle waiting” (Ndibatya & Booysen, 2020a). 

Another common, though rarely measured, practice is the in-completion of routes. Passengers are 
dropped short of the destination and must walk or wait for another bus to come by. In Nairobi, drivers 
may coordinate with another vehicle to transfer passengers over at no cost. In Lubumbashi and Lilongwe 
there is no recourse, logistical or financial—the vehicle simply turns around (interviews, observations). 
A study from Kingston, Jamaica similarly found that 74% of passengers had experienced an incomplete 
route (Anderson, 1987, in Cervero & Golub, 2007).

7 Long-term network change 

The more complex issue to pinpoint is the nature of the long-term evolution of informal transport net-
works. In many cities, bus drivers and owners have the legal authority to set their own routes. In Lilon-
gwe, Djibouti and Lubumbashi, operating licenses for public transport vehicles are issued at a city-wide 
level, and there are no statutory restrictions on which locations buses may stop or wait at (interviews). 
On the other hand, in Nairobi, vehicles are required to join route-specific cooperatives (interviews), as is 
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the case some other major cities, such as Lagos (Alcorn & Karner, 2021). They may drive only on routes 
the association has claim to, and any deviation from the set route are illegal and can be enforced by both 
the cooperative and the traffic police, though in fact the practice remains common (Kelley et al., 2021).

How much do operators take advantage of such freedoms? Firstly, informal services are often 
praised for their ability to go where formal, or at least large, buses cannot, particularly narrow and un-
paved roads (Kumar & Barrett, 2008). There is no evidence that operators see the issue the same way. 
Based on interviews, operators strongly prefer to avoid unpaved roads to avoid wear and tear on vehicles, 
in all four cities in the study. Mapping of routes in Djibouti and Lubumbashi, as well as studies from 
rural South Africa (Venter et al., 2014) and Nairobi (Kelley et al., 2021), corroborate this, finding most 
services strongly concentrated on paved routes. In Lilongwe, two routes were identified which operated 
partially on unpaved routes, and both of these were dominated by especially poor-quality vehicles which 
could not pass inspections to receive operating licenses or required insurance. Vehicles chose these routes 
because they avoided police checkpoints (interviews, route mapping). 

8 Explaining network planning 

Driver: If we could find passengers—for new destinations—at a higher price, we would do that, [but] 
we never experiment. 

Author: When was the last time you tried a new area? 

Driver: Never. We have to be very careful, if we experiment, we will lose a lot of money. 
(Focus group notes, Djibouti, 2019)

In the three secondary cities in this paper, as in many cities around the world—but unlike systems 
such as Nairobi, Kampala or Lagos—drivers and operators have the ability to freely choose their routes, 
stops and locations of operation. How is this freedom exercised, and by whom? Do the “target” con-
tracts, and the resulting precarity, social positioning and economic incentives, lead to effective in-the-
market competition? This assumes operators are strongly incentivized to pro-actively search out profit-
able locations to operate, in turn producing adaptive and responsive routes, which change or expand “in 
tune” with the diversity of passenger needs? 

In the research carried out in Djibouti, Lilongwe and Lubumbashi, drivers stated that they prefer 
to stick to the network of familiar pre-existing routes, and do not search out new ones. At the same 
time, drivers recognize that this is a right they have, and could theoretically do so. This is the case both 
legally—in all three cities, licenses are issued city-wide, permitting any vehicle to operate any route, stop, 
or road segment—and de facto, in terms of formal and informal practices of associations and terminals. 
But, despite this freedom, quite stable route networks persist in all three cities. Individual drivers make 
decisions as to where to operate primarily along the existing network, balancing a variety of factors 
in their route choice, but very rarely “exploring” for unserved locations. As the quote above from a 
Djibouti focus group shows, drivers consider the possibility, but in practice, avoid it. Further, as well as 
little tendency to explore off-network, the Lubumbashi survey of drivers found that 46% preferred a 
single, regular route, and a further 27% drove only on two routes weekly. Driving on multiple routes in 
Lubumbashi was highly uncommon and only a small percentage of drivers choose this kind of change-
able work pattern (survey, n=287).

How to explain this? Searching out new market niches and geographical areas of operation requires 
investment and overhead of time and fuel. In an atomized transport system—one where each vehicle’s 
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operations are a closed financial unit—this means taking time off operations on established, profitable 
routes and, given the nature of daily target contracts, an associated loss of earnings if a given “route-
making” attempt is does not immediately prove productive.

The process of starting new routes of operations cannot be considered a uni-directional one, where 
passenger demand is discovered like an uninhabited island. The introduction of services to relevant 
locations may draw passengers over time, but this process cannot be carried out with a single vehicle, 
which would not generate the density of service that would make new locations fully and easily acces-
sible, and lead to changes in travel habits, and eventually, in residential, employment and other activity 
location decisions. These are months- and years-long processes that informal operators cannot invest in 
individually. 

This is illustrated by the process in Nairobi, a highly organized, route-based system, where—unlike 
in the other three cities—SACCOs have a license to operate only on specific, designated routes. The 
interviews carried out with SACCO managers show that SACCOs take the initiative to develop new 
routes, petitioning the authorities to approve them. This is driven by a complex process on the part of 
the SACCO, which may try out a new route with a small number of vehicles, and subsidize their op-
erations—paying drivers’ incomes and owners leases from collective funds—for several months. Before 
and during this experimental phase, the SACCO will measure demand—including, in some cases, by 
sending out surveyors and calculating traffic flows along a corridor—assess potential market share vis a 
vis competing SACCOS, and advertise new routes by handing out leaflets and hanging posters. Rather 
than an intuitive process by individual drivers, in Nairobi it is the emergent, professionalized middle 
management of the SACCO which carries out route planning. 

In contrast, in Lilongwe, Lubumbashi and Djibouti, while there are cooperatives of drivers, and in 
Djibouti and Lilongwe, association of minibus owners, none of these are geographic in nature, belong-
ing to a particular terminal, route or neighborhood. The drivers’ groups are primarily emergency funds 
for medical, legal or funeral expenses. The Djibouti and Lilongwe owners’ associations play a political 
lobbying role vis a vis the government. Interviews with drivers, owners and regulators in all three cit-
ies found no evidence that these groups played any role in developing routes or controlling entry and 
behavior along them.

Explaining the resistance on the part of individual drivers is complex. Firstly, it appears drivers often 
do not fully know their revenues, expenses, profits, or have a strong big picture view of their business. 
In the surveys conducted in Lubumbashi and Djibouti, drivers yielded highly uncertain assessments of 
basic facets of operations, such as number of daily trips, numbers of passengers, and estimations of daily 
income. Interviews in Lilongwe found some drivers did not keep track of the number of trips made per 
day. The “target” based daily lease system is also often more fluid and complex than a simple daily pay-
ment. In Djibouti, where minibus owners were interviewed, found a frequent state of clashes, hostility 
and contract-breaking between owners and drivers, with targets and debts going unpaid, and drivers 
cyclically moving from vehicle to vehicle as relationships sour. Vehicle owners, meanwhile, are often 
dissatisfied with drivers, frequently firing and hiring new ones. This means the ability and resources to 
analyze the preferability of any given route within the financial constraints of the target arrangement is 
difficult and risky and risk-aversion understandably high.

As well as fraught relationships with vehicle owners, drivers’ often cite difficult relationships with 
passengers. In Djibouti, interviews found drivers feeling bullied by middle class passengers into irritat-
ing and unprofitable behavior, such as short intervals, non-payment, and pressure by groups of pas-
sengers to change routes. (Disrespect and non-payment from passengers are also found to be one of 
the major problems recounted by minibus crews in Kampala, and, for female conductors, misogyny 
and harassment (Spooner et al., 2020)). In Lubumbashi and Lilongwe, surveys and interviews with 
passengers found hostility and frustration with drivers behaviors, personal conduct, and driving deci-
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sions, such as delaying, deviating or cutting short trips, over-filling buses, and changing the expected 
payment mid-trip. 

Vehicle owners’ preferences and incentives also need to be understood—they may be little involved 
in daily operations (McCormick et al., 2013), but it is their investments regulate the number of vehicles 
in operation and contribute to managing competition across routes. Informal transport networks re-
main highly atomized in many cities, with little organization into firms. In Lubumbashi, the survey of 
drivers found that 36% of bus owners had one bus only, and 40% between two and four (for a fuller 
description of the Lubumbashi findings, see Kerzhner & Martens, 2018). In interviews with Lilongwe 
bus owners and drivers, owners are not involved, and do not keep track, of where the vehicle operates.

As with drivers, it is unclear how this form of ownership contributes to flexibility, except that it ap-
pears to offer few constraints. However, the inability, in many cities, to build up businesses and expand 
ownership to multiple vehicles means vehicle fleets may remain smaller than demand, and competition 
between vehicles is limited due to undersupply. This appears to be the case in Lubumbashi, where the 
total vehicle capacity in 2016 was only a fraction of the city’s population and violence was frequently 
reported in attempts to gain a seat on a bus during morning peak time.

Further, in contrast to the free-roving, vehicle-level-autonomy suggested by a demand responsive 
system, it also appears that the labor force—even when unorganized—might be highly localized. Once 
organized routes and terminals are established, drivers have strong incentives against operating away 
from them or branching out. This is not just a question of profitability of daily operation, but also of 
entry to the sector. The economic and social mechanisms that provide entry into driving and conductor 
jobs are tied to specific locales and webs of familiarity and reciprocity, that, for many drivers, further 
bring them back to the same small set of terminals and routes. It is at these that their labor ecosystem is 
rooted, rather than stretching across the whole space of the city.

What kind of impact do these complex and shifting spatial, social and monetary relationships 
have on assumptions about response to demand? A few points can be made: firstly, it is not clear that 
drivers and crews have an especially accurate or conscious mechanism for assessing passenger demand 
via ticket sales. The management of incoming cash from passengers, outgoing cash for expanses (fuel, 
taxes, bribes) and into the labor-ecosystems (handovers of the vehicle to replacement drivers, payment 
to terminal personnel) and what is paid, and unpaid, to the vehicle owner is fluid and unrecorded. 
Calculating or intuiting from such flows whether a given service is better compared to another, ap-
pears questionable. Relationships with passengers, rather than organically delivering an understanding 
of mobility needs across the city, can be confrontational and frustrating for vehicle crews. A variety of 
other considerations play an important, and it appears from interviews, possibly more important role 
in guiding route choices, including familiarity and a need to meet other social or economic obligations 
(such as handing over the vehicle to a substitute driver at a particular location).

Comparing the atomized structure of operations in Lubumbashi, Djibouti and Lilongwe to the 
strong geographically-distinct SACCOs of Nairobi, as well as evidence in the literature, illustrates collec-
tive, organized nature of demand-response. Driver’s and other on-the-ground transport workers, caught 
in exploitative contracts and with precarious incomes, hew to cautious, conservative choices to guaran-
tee a return for a day’s work. The creative, flexible responsiveness which may theoretically be able to pick 
up varied passengers needs is not evidenced. The investment needed to develop new destinations and 
routes, and test their profitability, can be carried out only at a higher level of organization, such as route 
associations, who are able to pool the resources needed to carry a loss, protect their members investment 
(time, for drivers; capital, for owners) as well as having the wider perspective to direct and manage the 
expansion of the network. 
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9 Conclusions

When returning to the model of “competition-for-the-market” and “competition-in-the market,” a dif-
ferent perspective can be considered: individual vehicles compete for passengers along already established 
routes, while organizations compete for space in expanding their route network to new locations, or cap-
turing passenger shares from one another. Cartels, terminal managers, route associations or government 
franchising, provide a degree of control of entry and enforcement ticket prices and orderly departures, 
guaranteeing a full vehicle in return for a long wait to all route-members. However, only geographically 
bounded associations, such as Kenya’s SACCOs, work to develop their networks spatially, with an inter-
est in expansion as a collective, rather than vehicle-by-vehicle.

Cruising, searching behavior by drivers does not easily translate into new routes—passenger bases 
cannot be consistently established. However, when vehicles are organized beyond the individual level, 
spatially-responsive, exploratory and competitive behavior can emerge. By pooling together multiple 
vehicles, pre-advertising routes and stops, and, crucially, creating a management cadre who are respon-
sible for the operations multiple vehicles, the market failures that affect the competitiveness of individual 
drivers are partially circumvented. Firms or association can carry a few weeks’ or months’ loss on the 
operation on a number of vehicles, coordinate multiple vehicles, and invest resources into studying and 
testing new destinations and routes.

Importantly, this does not resolve accessibility issues. In Nairobi, and from available literature, it 
appears that associations are motivated strongly by competition over existing passenger bases, and less in 
establishing new services. They compete to capture a fraction of traffic on popular routes from compet-
ing associations, rather than being primarily interested in extending the network. Secondly, SACCOs 
view their services as differentiated on vehicle quality, style (with or without music, for example), and 
maximum price caps, not on serving specific routes or niche destinations. 

It is important to make explicit—informal transport is not equitably flexible and responsive. Op-
eration patterns do not purely follow profitability, but must also reliably serve the complex internal 
financial flows of exploitative employment, mutual obligation and collective organization within the 
sector. This does not “fill the gaps” left by formal planning and formal services—it exacerbates them. 
Informal transport tends to build on corridors established by formal transport, where it existed in the 
past, and doubles down on existing high-frequency, high-traffic routes, providing services that primar-
ily serve profitable, direct patterns of mobility. More research is required to understand the equity and 
justice concerns, but existing literature on the mobility of women, informal workers and low-income 
populations suggest it is these groups who are least well served by the trunk, radial routes often devel-
oped by such systems.

The dire working conditions, poor knowledge base and limited reliability and margins of the labor 
structure of informal transport underly this. Where efforts at expansion, niche-finding and creativity are 
taking place, they are being driven at a level of greater organization, sophistication, managerial capacity 
and stability than that of the romanticized figure of the “ear to the ground,” preternaturally demand-
aware driver of a bus or taxi. Exploitative labor conditions mean less, not more, variety of transport 
services. 

The role of worker-based organization in the sector, such as in Kampala or Accra, also plays an 
important role in setting different patterns of operation and can overcome some of the limitations of 
owner-based operations, though it may also create new ones (See Kerzhner, forthcoming). These topics, 
however, remain altogether under-explored, and this paper finds there is a significant gap in the literature 
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in connecting research on informal transport workers and operations, with informal transport service 
and passengers. 

Informal transport networks are actively organized and developed by their workforce and opera-
tors in response to a variety of economic and social incentives and positions, which can result in market 
failures and externalities. These can be substantially at odds with some passenger needs, particularly 
when considering questions of equity across different population groups with different mobilities and 
destinations of interest. The planning work carried out by informal operators to identify and measure 
demand and operate profitably is often de-professionalized and de-skilled, instead becoming a product 
of instinct, reflex, and responsiveness based on fuzzy “local knowledge.” 

The possibility of flexibility is no guarantee that this will be used benefit the most marginalized 
and underserved locations and groups, contribute to mobility justice and equity, or be aligned to best 
contribute to urban transport measures like poverty reduction, GDP growth, employment and amenity 
access, or agglomeration. While informal-sector actors can be proactive planners, this planning is limited 
precisely by its responsiveness. Without intervention and longer-range planning, a marginalized and 
impoverished workforce, responding to the in-built inequalities of post-colonial cities, has little choice 
but to perpetuate them.
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